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The computer revolution is well under way. One need not look far to

see the great impact it has /had on.the business world)and on our daily lives.

Computer games, text editor* and microcomputers are widely advertised and

can be seen in a variety of computer shops springing ub.on main streets

and shopping malls across'the country. Businesses are replacing eleftric
-s

typewriters4and conventional file systems with microprocessors and text

editors. Even relatively small companies and stores are using micro-

computers for'payrolls, inventory management, data stor0e,and information

retrieval. Inlocal communities, people of all %ages have become habitues

df computer arcades that have gained astonishing popularity. ,Amdsement

centers, family restaurants, dicers', bars, and even loca.r,sweet shops have

taken on a new look; from one to a dozen computer games now line their

walls and are frequented by people from 8 leo 80 playing Space,. nvaders,
. A

Pacman, and other popular computer games.- Some parents and school district
,

personnel,are even blaming unexcused school absences on students' pre-

occupation witH'computer games and, in some localities, seeking legislation

to limit computer arcade availability to after-school hours.

tip In addition to having captured the public's imagination with innova-

tive?and highly absorbing games, the microcomputer industry has developed

an extensive home computer package with options for family budgeting, per-
,

cz) sonal investment, busin4s management,. and more effective record keeping.
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Many home computer games include in§tructional compoDents.and pare

are encouraged to buy them as,educational toys. More directly, instruc-

tional and quasi-instructional programs are rapidly being developed for

home use. Private homes and public arcades are filled with children as

4
yogng as 10 or 12 teaching adults how to use computers and play the games.

Despite protestations to the contrary, microcomputers are almost every-

where and children are being affected.
1

Some schools have become involved i computer instruction and the

revolution will .no doubt have an increasingly profound effect on home and

school learning -- with or without the involvement of educators. The
4 /.

curious and seriously distressing problem is that the computer industry.

has focussed its educational materials on the home market, and.homes have

sometimegiad to drive schools to become involved. Inadequate instructional

software ex4sts for school use and new programs are being developed by a

rapidly growing number of software-for-education,companies.' However, '

edutatorsand ed6cational researchers do not tehd to be consulted by either

hardware or software manufacturers to help set the goals, functions, or

implementation-of the new instructional programs: A Major mode of com-

muniCation, and learning has been developed in this centurand the A- -It

struct 'ional aspects are being permitted to happen to rather than be shaped by

proftssi9nal educators who know about children, schools, ardolearning.

Schools and Technology -- Back round

,-

Although We.are living in,a technological age, schools have remained

) :tist3roportionally untouched by, the products of the burgeoning industry.

A walk ,through rhany'school storage rooms of today discloses dusty stacks

`V)
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of such teCh9tplogical equipment as overhead projectors, individual film-
.

strip viewers, opaque projectors', microfiche reader, and single 63incut..

film loop viewers that were purchased;in lrge ,scale during the late 1960s

and early 1970s when federal funds for educational innovation were rela-
,

tively easy to come by and alternative methpds for inclividualizing in-

( struction.were*being Ought. At that time; audio-visual courses were

offel-ed as regular in-service, audio-visual specialists were often appointed

to consult with teachers, and aides were hired to assist in the changing

modes of instruction. All this;_yet technology in education failed to

take substantial hold. Then, as now, both hardwere end 'software.were

used relatively little except by the smitten few -- teSe teachers who

. became excited by the motivational and educational'pgIential of the new

technology.. As for computer assisted instruction (CDI.) in particular;

the schools f the sixties often found that after a few years teachers and

students becamecdisenchanted and begenito seek other more conventional

materials.- These early car programs were often designed as independent

curriculum packages that focussed on drill end practice of identifiable

and testable subskiils,thet recycledor.changed with t and ability

of the individual student. Sophisticated diagnostic and record keeping

systems designed to save teacher time were often an integral part of these

programs.

In the mid-1970s, this researcher; then'a K-12 director of reading,

I

/ ,and a teacher trainer,
A

studied the react -ions of*teachers in the New York

t,

area to computers and other technology in the schools. TheY said;
, I.. . e

---.. .
.

.

1.' The software either didn't relate to the.curriculdm or was .

4
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designed-to..be the entire curriculum -- and differed from the teachers' or
_ .

ft. schools' goals.
1 .

2. The equipment was often kept in a separate instr

1

tional resource

room that took the students away from other important in lass activities.

3. Despite periodic mastery tests, the teachers weren't sure their

students were learning, they described,a Sense-of loss of control.

4. The teachers often found*it.difficult to recognize and understand

the componentstof the instructional programs.

5. Teachers and administrators sus*pected that
(

the technology Ws a

"ad." Some professed that students needed "real live hiaman beings" and

that they were personally unco'mfor'table with the "inachinery.2' ,

When asked to comment about CAI in particular, the teachers'often ,voiced

frustratioD. They claimed it fostered learning-in-isolation 00 fodissed

on skills that were practiced out of context. Many fplt it fostered the

teaching-by-objective approach with which, in the mid-1970s, many:of them

felt uncomfortable. Elementary teachers in particular reported feeling

"guilty"and "old fashioned" for not using the technology, but uncomfo4able

. and less effective as teaches if they did. in many cases aides were

trained to work in media or audio-visual centers to assist teachers. k In

one particular school in New York City, an entire class was observed in a

CAI math acti.vity. They were fifth graders who visitedthe computer center

for one forty minute period a week. The poor achievers went more often.

The room was an ex-classroom that had been wired to contain row after row

of some thirty terminals: During the observation; the teacher clung to

the bacj wall of the'-r6om while the.aide conducted the program. In this

class,isome students were actively involved in the individualized
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interactively branching math activities,/some"playfully poked the keA and

still others seemed to-remain cognitively,uninvolved. This class was

r

similar to'many other lessons observed'aethat time. At least fn this

school, for the children observed; 'something was clearly wrong and did not

,seem to improve greqlyduring the next few years.

'Since the 1970s, great changes have taken place in the computer indus-

try: Microcomputers are now relatively inexpensive, and have the potential

for more flexible school use than main frame computers. Karen'Sheingold

(T9810), a reseai-pher at the Bank Street College of Education, conducted a

descriptive study supported by the National Institute of Education that

examined issues related to the implementation.of microcomputer technology

in schools. ,She studied'three scnoorsystems in the Southwest, Midwest,

and Northeast to see how they Were Using mIcrocompilters. Her,repprt is in

some ways similar to-the olservations arid reports describedfabOve. She

found that the school systems she observed tended to as.Vmilate microcom-
,

puter use to their own perceived needs and their own organizational and

admini"strafiye structures. Although'these structures differed, the school

systems she studied appeared to be experiencing changes in staffing. patterns,

roles for teachers and students, and curriculum. The school districts varied
1/4 .4

in terms of their instruct'ional ph-kloSophies, curriculum and instructional

organization, and flexibility in terms. of innovation and exPerimentation.

However, a number of cross-site trends were foUnd which raise important
.

questions for the use of microcpmpute in schools. They are:

1 ir
Differential access'to microcomputers. At the elementary level,

, .

acrodomputers.Were used more fdremediation than for ongoing

developmental programs,.: At,the secondary level more males than

I
JL
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females ilsed the computer as did more high math than'non-Math

students. Therefore, levels of achievement an e4seeme'd to
4

dfs

- determine stpdents'-elperiences with the computer.
' ' 6 I

.

2. Emergence of new roles in resp6nse to vicrocomputers. Aides'

were hired and resource' rooms often kept. computers fe0aratt

from clkssrooms. Teachers who spent personal at:home tiplel

with computers and student experts who took 6n instructional

roles ill school placed new demands on the system.I

3. Lack of integration of microcomputers into elementary

'rooms and curriculum. Since ihp computers tended to be. kept

physically separate from the_classroom:there was little in-
,

tegratigp with the regular class work. In addition, no real

- teacher-stated goals were evident.

N t''' s

4. Inadequate .0alit7 and quantityof software. This was particu-

larly apparent in the non-math area's, '

5. Inadequate preparation of teachers for using microcomputers,
4

The teachers felt inadequately prepared to use microcomputers.

They judged the in- service cburses; university doulles, and,re-
,

source personnel to be inadequate for their needs.

6. tack of, knowledge of effects and outcomes ofthe instructional

. ,

use of microcompute'rs. While -in' none of*thesitei.reporied was
I9

r_r
the .technology intended to change or replace the existing,cur-,

riculum; the= teachers noted social innovations such as inter-

action, status; and self esteem as observable outcomes.

Sheingold conludes that microcomputers, as.:Ihey were used4 in the three

school systems .she otOrved, "will not promote particular outcome.. Their

Sts
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impact will depend, not only on the hardware and softwaA, but on how they

are u d and on the educational context in which they are imbedded."

Based on the observations and 'reports cited, it is,clearthat before

computer technologt can make a positive impact on instructional program's',

the technology must1) reflect the best professional judgments regarding
.

what is known about students and learning,. and 2) reffebt knowledgeable

views of schools andteachihg..
4

Schools and Technology -- Why?

From this bleak description of technology.in .the schools, it should

come as"no surprise that computer and software manufacturers are design-'
.

'

ing their instructional prgducts primarily for the home rather than the

.school mlet,and that,schbol diStrict adMinistrators who are responsible_

for curriculum development and budget expenditures have,been less than

enthusiastic in their support of widespread use of .computer technology

the-schools. Thisis unfortunate because computers are with us. They

ft are very much a part. of the students' world and of the workworldin Which

they will soon take part. 'Because of this, computers will directly orin-
.

4

directly be part of the educational scene; edutators need to gel` involved
'41*

n,.

to.help shape:it§ course.

There are too many sound educational and social justifications for

the use of computers in school to casually dismiss it or sit by and let

the change happen. Interactive computers available today can provide

strong 'support to the basic fnstructi al program across .the grades and c"

across the curriculum,

Specific educational applications of computer technolgy 0411 be
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discussed in more detail in later sections. The most promising of these

applications, however, stem from a view of reading instruction that empha-

sizes problem-solving and strategy development as essential parts of the

reading profess. Such process-oriented instruction is time consuming,
Y.

frequently individualized; and requires the teacher to make quick decisions

about specific task demands and the student's momentary interaction with

the text. Computer technology, which can provide instant process-oriented

feedback, would sUrely,be an asset in such educational settings. Used

flexibly in the classroom setting,_the technology can'free:the teacher/to_

work with groups or individuAs,while itself providing the environment

for prociess-oriented activity 2- with feedbAck.

Computers are also well adapted to diagnose individual differences in 4

.

performance, to trace the variations in process that underlie these dif-

ferences, and to provide ac6\ittes4which permit students to use alterna-

tive strategies and make decisions about their effectiveness.

Sheingold (1981) suggests that use of computers fends to be determined

by achievement'and sex. Her report even cites situations in which teachers

refused permission'for their students to Osict the computercenter. The

National Center for Education Statistics (1981) reports similar findings.

At least one microcomputer or terminal was found to be inuse by students

in at least 25 percent-of the nation's public schools. Kowever, most were

used to teach computer concepts; some for remedial, compensatory and en-

richment programs. In many secondarrschools the differentiation becomes

even more pronounced In that the higher achievers (partqularly in math)

learn to control the technology through courses in computer logic, com-

puter languages, and systems ahalysis, while their classmates ip business
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and vocational progAams' learn clerical and caretaking tisks such as key-
,

punching, data input, 61 the repair and maintenance of the computer. hard -

ware. This becomes a complex problem -Mr educators to contend with. If,

in our .students' generation, familiarity with computers is to becothe
t

another mark of thp "literate" person, it is important that schools take

nearly and well thought through.stand to direct the kinds of equitable

computer opportunities that are provided for.all youngsters.

There is also an economic eqUity, issue th,t must be addressed by the

educational community. Although computer games. seem td be everywhere, in

our society,they can be used'more by Middleiclass than by poorer children.

\-
It is costly at even a quarter a time to play the games that awaitAung7

sters at theZlocal hamburger shop, movie theatre,.and shopping mall. A'nd

it is even more costly to buy a home computer game, despite hook-up to

the family TV screen. Becatise the educational' use of computers was un-

successful in the past; commercial promotion of microcomputers has been

directed primarily aft home use. Home computers are being advertised on
.4*

TV, in'magazines o all sorts, and even on highwaS, road signs. And people

40iare buying them for budgeting, for record keeping, for adult gathes, and

for children's games. Instructional games are available, mare will become

ivailable., they arebeihg purchased** those who can afford thek If this

trend continues (as it no doubt will),public schools may e,4entually need

to,provide innovative computer learning experien6s for all students before

the "new literacy" becomes a perogative of, only the more affluent.

One last issue concerns classroom communicative interactions. Studies

investigating student-teacher interaction have indicated that poor'er readers

receivequalitatively and quantitatively different reading instruction.

I b
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than their higher achieving classmates. The lower achieving students tend'

to spend less time with their teachers on reading instructional activities

and haveJewer.opportunities to read silently than their peers (Allington,

1980; McDermott, 1978). Similarly, GuMperz, Simons and Cook-Gumperz (1981)

report that poor readers' errors tend to be treated out of context and that

.corrections focus primarily on phonics,,, and on letter recognition- rill.
4. AIN

Collins (1981) suggests that the prosodic strategies (oral rhytttem and

parsing), of poor readers and of speakers of certain dialects tend'to pro-

voke'siMilar kinds of word-level correctionsAby teachers. On the other ,

hand, when better performers and standard-dialect speakers make errors,

teachers tend to respond with thought-provoking questions that fOcus on

lceaning within the context of.the whole work. These studies suggest that

a meaning-based instructional` focus/ may unwittingly be'determined by.who

the children are. Although this is a major,problem that needs to be dealt

with direCtly by all educators, instructional technology can help ameliorate

Q the problem by providing reading experiences in a more interactively neu-
.

tral environment.

Directions for Computer-based Reading Instritcton

in recent years reading research has found that:
reading is

1) /interactive -- suggesting use of a broad range of meaning based

cueing systems;
..

2) reading is constructive -- meaning flexes, changes, and grows as

the text progresses;

3) successful use of reading strategies requires awareness, decision-
.

making, and appropriate action; and

4) reading strategies change from situation to situation based on the

11

V
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Spectfic rtafler,-text, and purpose.

Interact.i4col6titel- technology has the potential to support "kid

.

power "' in its arges sehse. It ean-dffeelearner,based andheuristic
4IW

%
--

instruction while enequraglng students to'develop control over their. i
.

1
,

own skills and strategieS7--, It also. has the power to create a wide-array ''

of total learning experiences for the deVelopMent'of broadet rear ,

control..

At the pre4ent time there ard-a plethora of computer programs that

%%provide reading practice in tasks.: Often thee Stress detoding
t

,
.

at the word levl, 'sentence parsing o sentence combining within and be-
.

tween sentences, and, %race feattires'at the text lefel% 'Few presently'

available instructional programs provide activities for gettiAtt meaning.

In planning such programs,, at least three factors that .influence the con-

e',

struction Of meaning should be considered: 1) 'the general background 'and

content:related knowledge of the individual reader, 2) the-language and

structure of the text itself, and 30he prpose.for'which the text is,being.

read. Decision making activitiks .that require the student-to consider

aspects; of thesefactOrs might-be developed using a variety of texts-being

rgad. for a variety of purposes.: Activities could:also be developed that
I

require students to decide which fnformation is most helpful in which situa-
,

tions.' Acti-Otiesdeveloping awareness of approaches to learning tasks
'

could help students "learnsto Tiarn" (Brok, 1982). Heuritics such as

I

0'

de'summarizing rules developed by Brown, Campione,and Day (in pr;ess)

could help students increase their studying acid remembering skills.
.400?-c .

ties develdping awareness of the dbmands'pf a reading'task,requiring



judgments :' . ,,-.

4ibQut what needs to bekvwn, and encouraging the use of self

regulatory:r Mechariisms to gain that inforlation would be 'promisinig con-
4tik

x o
VI, . .

tributionFts the new instructional tecilnology. Computers also .have t4e

excitirig'pOtential ts place students in shifting roles as readers and .

authors to thereby extend their understanding of hoW the author's per-
,

;4
4

Ceived intent affects organization'and interpretation when reading, and

how the potential or- intended audience affects thellanguage and organization

-el
of the work . when composing.

4 r
Comprehehsion strategies differ'somewhatfrom one reading experience

to another, and when reading becomes difficult or things go wrongA\the

most appropriate fix-up strategies will also differ. In addition, poor.

readers tend to forget the,purppse for reading, and if they are not remind

their strategy use may become inappropriate for the task athand. Com-

puter based activities can be designed to develop awa'eness of the demands

. of a reading task,. to ,make judgments about what.needs to be known, and to
... .

. use the self-regulatory mechanisms to 'gain that :information.

i N
lt,1 (The char=t below ha's been adapted from one included in Seconlaiy

School Reading: What Research Reveals for Classroom Practice. A lists-

l'ssome of the reader, based knowledge and strategies that might 6e considered

when planning process-oriented instructional activities.- (Furthe'r detail
03 1 ,

can be found in Langer;in press.)

Table 1 about here

I

Although the,division into bef re, during, and after has been made for

purposes-of clarity, mot,,of e strategies are*re used throughoUt.the 4
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During .
6 'After

4

con't'ent related

background knowledge.
,predicting what organization of recall
comes next

text-related knowledge integrating (comstruc,
(format, text structure) tive aspects)

, .

,specific vocabulary
knowledge

understanding the
purpose for reeding

4

using self-questiok

knowing when additional

information is needed S
and how to get it

awareness of form, style,
genye

. knowing what one knows
and'needs to know

keepir(g purpose for
reading in mind

organization of story
(recall of-structure as
well-as recall of details)

devising post-questions
(textually-and script -

ualiy- based)

Tong and short term're-
call of understanding of
task

knowing when being
uncertain is okay

using flexible strategies judging if information
at word sentence and gained is sufficient
text level based on purpose

monitoring inconsis-
tencies

becoming aware of
author's goals

reacting to author's
point

4

14
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reading process and can therefore be adapted to instructional purpose
A

in a wide variety Of combinations not shOWn. This focus is not,essentially

different from that which can be Offered by a process oriented teacher who

has the time, the knowledge, and the flexibility to help students become

more efficient and,confident strategy users. However, instructional tech-

-6Ology can be helpful in the very pragmatic sense that more students, can be

engaged lin absorbing learning activities more of the time and teachers'can

have more flexibility in allocating their own time. It is likely that fot

"the greatest effectiveness, computer-based activities need,to be introduced

in the classroom and controlled,by the classroom teacher as part of an over- ,

all functional support to the student's total instructional program.

Some computer based activities that could make a difference:

i. Increase student's awareness of text features a) to meet text-
.

based needs, and b) to override text-based problems.

*
2. Model a metaeognilltive strategy in the presentation of a particular

reading activity. Gradually turn the decision-making, and later

the question-generation, over,V the student.

3. Provide concept and language awareness activities prior to read-

ing to help students think about what they already know about,a

specific topic. Have them anticipate what they will read in the

text.

A, Provide activities which require decisions about ideas in the
...

, .

text that may or may not make sense or' are not necessarily con-

sistent with one another.

5. Help students decide how thoroughly they must learn the textbbok

material based on the purpose for reading.



c

6. Develop activities-which ask adjunct Aruestions'tb teach self -'

,queiltioning'before, during, an4,...after reading.

-

7. Vary audience, author, ior voice to help students become aware

of these shifts.
,

g. Vary tel clues atydrsentence, and text le and have
.

,

.

students develop sensitivity to their
.

varying levels of use-

fulness.

9. Have-students judge'whSt they think will be easy/difficult for

tti4ir classmates to Undtrstand. Why.? What would make it

different?, cr

10. Present writing-in-progress and have'stqcrent determine if author

is exercising straties that he or she knows.
1

e Malone (1980) in his, disjertation dealing with mcttiyational aspects

of computers suggests thatcomOuters;haVe unprecedented potential to pro-
A ,

vide captivating learning activities by_creating situations that engage

students'. notions of chellenge,-fahtasy, and. curiosity. In addition, they

I

have the potential to pand the set of,meaningful contexts for learning.

Broad guidelines for,com uter based activities of the future might fie to:

1. Provide experiences .and envii-opments that cannot, under usual
-

&
circumstances, be,Provided by the regular teacher in the regular

44'

classroom; do not replicate workbooks, skill sheets, and texts.

2. Create activities -that require the student to make decisions,

valuate
and'judge their effectiveness, and gain self sufficiency;

do,not create Activities that merely tell'students whether they&

are right or wrong.

ti

A
a
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3.- ReMember that-in most reading situations there rarely a.
* 4

"right or wrong but a more or less appropriate ftterpretatton;

dreate activities that reflect this'reality.

4. Remember that the computer is a potentially exciting motivi-
.

.
.

..

tional tool for learning; be ingenious with its potential to

thorOughly involve stUtients in the learning situation.
4,

Computer Technology and the General 'Curriculum

* As' suggested above, to be of maximum instructional benefit, technologies

and, games must be based on a.sound cognit6e theory and structured to develop
A

reader inaependence.in functional situations. In addition,lt is important

that the activities augment the developmental programs currently 'in use,

andlle suficciently>ad to permit practice of decision making in specific

4 types of cognitive interactions (reader with-a particular type of text for '

, 4.

a specific purpose) across a wide range ofIge, ability,, and interest levels.
. ,

This eequvires that, software programs.be'developed for Use at a range of

intere§tand achievement levels, for separae grade levels. The programs

would need to be' generically organized to reflect cognitive processes,

function, and task rather than %long more traditional skills hierarchies.

Because reading experiences are never content-free, aspects of the

programs might be based on procdss-oriented tasks in a vIciety of, subject

nareas, with content and topic.appropriate for particular age and grade,

levels. Iri-this way the highly functional and cognitively'sound notion of

reading across the curriculum would become an integral component of the

program. In addition, the cognit-Nolyvel\ated communication domains of

reading and writing could be `integrated via activities that capture and

extend their' use in naturally occurring contexts. It is important that

4,

17
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the prlogram developeral;;ays consider the motivational factor and strive

to provide lively activities which directly engage the students in tasks

)

that involve thinking and reasoning. The overriding gull of course, is

to provide learning experiences that are so well grounded in cognitive theory,

trid that so ingeniously utilize the technology, that students become deeply

engaged in a system of activities designed to help them gain control of

their own. lealing,

Aftintages for Teachers, Student's, and Administrators

Teacher benefits. The realities of the usual classroom instructional7.
'program preclude perionalized:gocess-oriented instruction from becoming

,a perv.asive reality without some sort of assistance to the teacher. Often

teachers are aware of the kind of instructional interactions that-would
-sr

benefit a youngster, but do not have the time for the needed conference

activities. At times teathers are aware that astrategy-based activity

.is in order, ut do not know how to become appropriNe.ly non-directive while

still providi g the necessary guidance. In either case, computer-based

.programs would be well-received by teacher becaue the specific,acti/ites

, could be chosen based on the teacher's perception of what is instructionally

appropriate for the particular child. Computer teqnology would also permit

teachers to bett;rOrganize the time they'pend with individuals or groups,

to make'decisions about how to be'st develop the reading skills of their

studdnts, and to 'integrate this into the subject area curr iculum.

Atteacher-as-programmet- option might also be provided. Although a few

Aachers would avail themselves of this option at the preent time, com-
.

puter technology is becoming so large a part of our society that simple.

1 8
ir
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programming skills will soon be sought by many school systems and by many

teachers. Because teacher -as- programmer would permit the teacher .to main-

,tain ultimate control over instructional activities, this.would be a peda-

gogically sound component of-any program. Teachers then would benefit from

computer-based programs in two wayi:' 1) they would maintain, autonomy-in

selection of learning goals while proviOng, activities with interactive

feedback to their students, and 2) they would be able to reallocate instruc-

tional time among. whole clas,tlarge group, and small, group actqvitxes re-

lying on the. technology for specifiC blocks of instructional time.

P Student benefits, Students frequently find computer activities fun,

engaging,..pd highly motivating. They often become particularly attentive.
P 4

when receiving immedqte response-and guidance from the computer. _Also,

there is an -element of."kid-power" in the acquisitiap. of strategy control

and increased understanding/which seems to have short term as well as, long

term benefits. Because of the increased motivation and involvement,\caudent
. .

time-on-task, also a positive outcome; increases.
/

,
, 4 . .,

AdMinistrative benefits. Instructional programs must, of course,'be

yl6eloped with a thorough understanding of administrative as well as class-.

room needs: Administrators Rresently have thr*e concerns which cannot be

ansWered adequately by traditional prograTs and methodologies, but that may

successfully be answered by co4uter,Xeohnology, ,Because administrators .

are well aware of the varying insttgtional approaches and offerings from

-class to class, they often seek to adopt curriculym materials which provide
r1. -

instructional continuity over aQd abpve what might, be offered in ,any% individ=,
% 4 A

ual classroom. Therefore, a process-oriented system whiCh augments, but does\

not supplant, the basic instructional program may help minimize difference's
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1

in approachs to teachlng' while 'providing useful personalized instruction.

.

With the national stress
*
on literacy skills, activities which focus on

1
reeding arid,wtiting,4vel-opment acfoss the curriculum would be considered an

instructional asset by many administrators concerned that insufficient class-
,

room time is'beirig spenton reading and writing instruction. Because process-
,. . /,

oriepted coMputer,programs can benefit the entire age and achievement range

of stuk nts, this third aspect of innovative technology becomes a desirable

'instrudtiohal component from 4n administrative standpoint.

-Organization and Use Within a School

Because llio-fary media centers have gained in prominence as centrally-

lo6ated resource centers for individual and small group learning, it is

likely that many schools will place terminals and so are packages in

IhiSarea of the school. Although it may at firs/eem cost efficient to

place all computer-baed software and equipment.in this center, as the

,

technology gains acceptance', more widespread useSaill make avaiiabiliiy in
V/1" A

individual classrooms more desiribte. .

Classfoomcomputer centers will permit students to carry -'out classroom

"projects" (such as mail Messages aqd,billboard news) with gteater ewe and

%rill also permit a more flexible classrooth organization. Sol schools have

developed additibnal subject-based resource Cents which provide subject,

. . .

area work in an individualized environmeht. Often these centers
.

have low,-,
., .

teacher- -pupil ratios and focus on:remedial or supplemental instruction.

.

'Although strategy -based programs wOul,d'be, useful in such a setting, it is

imOrtant to stress the advantages of the technology for al.l yoUngsters.
v %

Computer-based readinOnstruttion would be best envisioned as an ad-
. * _

jynct iciall aspects of the instructional program; found in library media.

20
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,

centers, classroom compute-1- cent:ers, and resource Centeri., ;:)s well.- This

`would require careful consideration of'the developmental aspects of readikg.

from - initial language play and print awareness activit:terthrough 43gher-

level processing and metacognitive tasks. Program components would need to

be cross referenced .fOr easy use by teachers with tIffering4needs. This

// --would require indexing of content area, type of textYtask .mands, leve9

of diffiCulty, and tie age range for whicha. particular activ4ty it most

suitable.

Such potentially bhad-Uased use of compdter tethnology would permit

positive focus on reading-development across the curriculum for children

.-1 .
. .

at all grade levels and stages of achievement For this 'to occur, computer-.

. -

based instructional programs must-be designed with a thorough understanding

- ..

of "the var,iety of possible uses within the school comple.x:
1

.

-Gaining Acceptance of Computer Technology

Computer technology has progressed to the point where it can make signifi- A

cant cofrtributions to instructional_effectiypess and student learning 4t

'comparatively low cost. As we have seen, computers are well adapted to fetus
1

on indtividual, strategies to trace variations in prvess, and to provide ON

qonalized, strategy-based instruction. However, the problem of gaining accept-

ante
.,

.for computer technoTogy remains a major issue.
.

- ..N..

. If computer, echnology fsto be widely .used'in schools, atileast four.
t. ,f'

conditions must be met:

7) easy termini.1 and ;software accessibility for teachers and students;

2) adaptability of program activities to,qe teacher's instructional

7

3) eaidenfification of program components and instructional goals; and
a, 4

r
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(1-

'4) teacher and administrator comfort with computers.

Although each is important, ite last point may prove to be the major
t

stumblil block. If teachers and administrators fail to become comfortable

with computers, original purchases may never be iNe, or the technology may

be used'Well in a few schools spotted across

others,-and allowed 'to gather CIUst next to

others.-- and the students will 1pse.

the ,eountry, used potrly in

thmi readers in sti-41

1

Computer Literacy 0 /'

v.

Thexesistance to computer technology in,schools is widespread. Dis-
t

cessions with school superintendents, adMinistrators, 1,nd teachers indicate

a generalized unease w:Ith computers, yet'a curiousdesire to know more.

Because the use of cbmputers is becoming'so widespread in so many aspects

4pf our society, some educators are be§inn'ing to realize that schools will

be at a serious,disadvantage if .the technology continues.to be ignored. For

the educators of today to, gain comfort with the technology and its potential,
- .1"

a larga.effort may need to be launched to help them. become. more "computer

. literate." There area rioter of specific activities that can be planned;

'administrators, teachers, principals, school bokrd members; and Members of

the community can participate in an informal, hands-on "computer literacy"

program. To,organize this' project, a few'microcomputers with such simple

games as "hangman" can be placed in central aileas where people can "practice"

and Nay the games. The teachers' lunchroom, a hapway outside the' local

Oc

School' board meeting, a teacher center--all,ate likely 'aces. As the games

#

,I

get a bit more complex, programs in reading and writing could-replace the
t.

4

simpler games. 'As adults become more comfortable with the technology and

engage in the learning activities, they are more likely,to understand the
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innovative aspects of the technology and its relevance td- their/own goals.

Another,way to involve administration .and faculty members 'in "computer

. )
literacy" is through the growing acceptance of computers by business and

mathematicssteachers. More and morq secOdary school mathematics and

business education departments yiave begun to offer "Introduction to CoMi

puters" courses as well as courses in the use of verioLA computer programming

languages. Some microcomputers. areloing used for these courses, and

puter-based instructional programs are purchased or prepared by the teachers

themselves. The "Computer Literacy"' effort can emanate from the teachers .

ti

and students th these departments. There mightbe days.when they present

"Computer Fairs "- -in each school auditorium and even in the local shopping

center. All classes withinla 'school district would be scheduled to attend.

Games and cOrseWork could be available for the novices to "play" andesome
1

ading programs ight also be iocluded in the offerings.

Decisions about large expenditures such as pomputer technology are best

maple when both teachers and administrators are involved in the plannij and

,

0
3 development. Often, a pilot program is begun with enthusiastic teachers,

(

principals, and curriculum coordinators who end up "selling" the program to

others. In this same.way'it is possible fora school librarian and a few

classroom teachers to begin together to use the computer based technology

both in classrooms.and in library media centers as part of the ongoing in-

structional program. Since activities,and terminals as weld as'printers

would by available in, the media center, it is likely thgt other students

and other teachers would become curious and possibly even involved. It can-

not be suggested too strongly, however, that administrators and teachers
t '

).
111
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should be exposed to the " lite'acy" program over an extended p riod of time
.y

until they are comfortable with the technology. Neither in-ser ice courses

nor or or two week summer courses seem to work. An ongoing support network

'supplied "on-call".seems to make:a greater difference in/learningi, attitudes,

,

and-acceptance.
41:

.
.

ComputerlOompanies suclias Apple and Atari'have blieme actively involved'

infthe support of innovative microcomputer use, generally throUgh grants I\

for equipment. Boards of advisors review grants and encourage'the'develop-

ment of new applications of the technology. At the present time, Apple is

more interested in software develoPMent while Atari's interests focus 0

models of use. Atari has funded a travelling computer van that visits

schools and introduces students and their teachers to computers. In addition o;

large public-access edu6tional computer centers for chil0T-sn hae been
nt

sipported by Atari at the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley, California,

and the Capitol Children's Museum in Washirigton D.C. Similar cooperation

with computer totpanies might besought to effect changes in attitudes about ..

computer-based instruction on lithe part of all members of.the schoo3 community,

including school board members, central administration, teachers, and parents.

Computer users in education groups are being formed in local areas across

the country. They are made up,of educators and members of the computer in-

dustry.and have rich potential to plan and implement "literacy%iprojects

in local communities and provide a forum for. articulation 'of ideas about the

future use of computers to teach literacy skjlls.

24
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Summary
s

here is no doubt that the computer re/olution is with us, that it is

affecting schoolss and, that this trend will continue with orwithout the

inVolvement"of the educational community. Today's students need to be pre-

pared for participation in a-technological society thatjs.likeljt to require

some degree of computer literacy even foe" basic entry level Jas. Instruc-

tional use of computer technology is presAtly limited in scope, haphazardly

organized and Administered, and accompanied by softwike that does not re-

flect current knowledge of the.reading process. The majority of teachers

and administrators are uncomfortable with compflter technology and are un-
(

certain about its ability to benefit school programs.

Based on what is known about computers, reading strategies, and cogni- .

tive theory, there is no doubt that computee teohnology has the potential

to make a difference in schools. However, program development and school

site implementation need careful goidante from educators and researchers

who are knowledgeable about process research, aware of school neds, and

sensitive to school conditions. If tAe issues of implementation and acceptance

and not jointly addressed by educators and the computer industry, innovative-

learning experiences and computer literacy may only be accgssible to select

groups ,-- increaiiing rather than:helpingto eliminate equity problems in

. both school end society.

ti
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